Big data analytics requires high programmer productivity and high performance simultaneously on large-scale clusters. However, current big data analytics frameworks (e.g. Apache Spark) have prohibitive runtime overheads since they are library-based. We introduce a novel auto-parallelizing compiler approach that exploits the characteristics of the data analytics domain such as the map/reduce parallel pa ern and is robust, unlike previous auto-parallelization methods. Using this approach, we build High Performance Analytics Toolkit (HPAT), which parallelizes high-level scripting (Julia) programs automatically, generates e cient MPI/C++ code, and provides resiliency. Furthermore, it provides automatic optimizations for scripting programs, such as fusion of array operations. us, HPAT is 369× to 2033× faster than Spark on the Cori supercomputer and 20× to 256× times on Amazon AWS.
INTRODUCTION
Big data analytics applies advanced analytics and machine learning techniques to gain new insights from large data sets, which are gathered from sources such as sensors, web, log les, and social media. Big data analytics allows users to extract knowledge from this data and make be er and faster decisions. However, supporting fast decision making necessitates rapid development of the application by domain expert programmers (i.e., high productivity) and low execution time (i.e., high performance). High productivity in the data analytics domain requires scripting languages such Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ICS '17, Chicago, IL, USA © 2017 ACM. 978-1-4503-5020-4/17/06. . . $15.00 DOI: h p://dx.doi.org /10.1145/3079079.3079099 as MATLAB, R, Python, and Julia since they express mathematical operations naturally and are the most productive languages in practice [14, 30] . High performance requires e cient execution on large-scale distributed-memory clusters due to extreme dataset sizes.
Currently, there is a signi cant productivity and performance gap in the big data analytics domain. A typical High Performance Computing (HPC) approach of writing low-level codes (e.g. MPI/C++) is beyond the expertise of most data scientists and is not practical in their interactive work ows. Existing big data analytics frameworks such as Apache Hadoop [37] and Apache Spark [40] provide be er productivity for big data analytics on clusters using the MapReduce programming paradigm [15] . However, this productivity comes at the cost of performance as these frameworks are orders of magnitude slower than hand-wri en MPI/C++ programs [11, 25, 31] . A fundamental issue is that these frameworks are library-based, requiring a runtime system to coordinate parallel execution across all the nodes. is leads to high runtime overheads -for example, the master node managing execution is typically a bo leneck.
We propose a novel auto-parallelizing compiler approach for this domain that does not su er from the shortcomings of prior methods [9, 13, 22, 38] . ese e orts failed in practice due to the complexity of the problem, especially for distributed-memory architectures [17, 18, 21, 34] . e main challenge is that the compiler needs to know which data structures and loops of the program should be parallelized, and how they should be mapped across the machine. Previous algorithms for automatic parallelization typically start by analyzing array accesses of the program and nding all possible array and computation distributions for loop-nests. en, distributions are selected based on heuristics and/or cost models. A fundamental problem is that the approximate cost models and heuristics cannot nd the best combination of distributions from a potentially large search space reliably, leading to signi cantly lower performance compared to manual parallelization. In contrast, we develop a data ow algorithm that exploits domain knowledge as well as high-level semantics of mathematical operations to nd be er distributions, but without using approximations such as cost models. us, our approach is more robust and typically matches manual parallelization.
In this paper, we use this approach to build High Performance Analytics Toolkit (HPAT) 1 . HPAT is a compiler-based framework for big data analytics on large-scale clusters that automatically parallelizes high-level analytics programs and generates scalable and e cient MPI/C++ code. To the best of our knowledge, HPAT is the rst compiler-based system that can parallelize analytics programs automatically and achieve high performance. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• A robust domain-speci c automatic parallelization algorithm ( §4) • Domain-speci c optimization techniques ( §4.2) • A system design addressing various challenges such as parallel I/O code generation ( §3) • A domain-speci c automatic checkpointing technique ( §5) Our evaluation demonstrates that HPAT is 369× to 2033× faster than Spark on the Cori supercomputer [3] and provides similar performance to hand-wri en MPI/C++ programs. HPAT is also 20×-256× faster on Amazon AWS ( §7).
LOGISTIC REGRESSION EXAMPLE
We introduce HPAT and compare it to the state-of-the-art using the logistic regression machine learning algorithm. Logistic regression uses the logistic sigmoid function to derive a model for data classi cation [8] . is model is updated iteratively using the gradient descent optimization method. Figure 1a presents the HPAT code for logistic regression. e @acc hpat macro annotation and the DataSource construct are HPAT-speci c, but the rest of the code is high-level sequential Julia code which uses matrix/vector operations (corresponding to "vectorized" mathematical notation). HPAT automatically parallelizes and optimizes this program and generates e cient MPI/C++. HPAT's auto-parallelization algorithm uses domain knowledge to infer distributions for all variables and computations accurately; for example, vector w is replicated on all processors while columns of matrix points are divided in block manner, which is the same strategy for manual parallelization of this program. Previous auto-parallelization methods cannot achieve this since there is a large distribution space even for this simple program; for example, even computations on w are data-parallel and could be distributed without violation of dependencies, but parallel performance su ers. HPAT also fuses all computation steps in the iteration loop together to achieve best data locality. e current state-of-the-art for big data analytics frameworks is the library approach, which can have signi cant overheads. We use Apache Spark to demonstrate this approach since it is a widely used big data analytics framework -other frameworks are similar in principle. Figure 1b presents the Spark version, which initializes a resilient distributed dataset (RDD) called points. An RDD is essentially a distributed data structure that is distributed in one dimension. In addition, the computation is wri en in terms of map and reduce operators. In each iteration, the task scheduler of Spark runtime library in master node divides map/reduce operators into tasks, and sends these tasks to the executor (slave) nodes. e operator closures which include the required data (w in this case) are also serialized and sent. On executors, each task is initialized and the RDD data is deserialized from the data cache into Python (Numpy) objects for execution. Finally, the result of the reduce operator is sent back to the master node. is sequence is repeated for every iteration since the library has to return the results of reductions to the user context and is not aware of the iteration loop in the Python code. In essence, each iteration is a separate job that is launched as a wave of small tasks; scheduling and serialization overheads incur repeatedly. is is a fundamental problem with this library design and cannot be mitigated easily -signi cant Spark development e ort has not closed the performance gap with MPI/C++ codes (Spark has over 1000 contributors [2] ). Figure 2 demonstrates the performance of logistic regression algorithm in Spark, MPI/Python, HPAT, and MPI/C++. HPAT is 35× faster than Spark and is close to handwri en MPI/C++. e gap between Spark and the MPI/Python code reveals the magnitude of the overheads in Spark. e gap between MPI/Python code and MPI/C++ is mostly due to locality advantages of fused loops as opposed to executing a sequence of Numpy operations. Achieving close to the performance of MPI/C++ code is crucial for big data analytics; for example, 91% of Spark users chose performance among the most important aspects for them in a Spark survey [1]. Furthermore, distributed libraries are implemented in languages such as Java and Scala since re ection, serialization, and isolation features of a sandbox like Java Virtual Machine (JVM) are required, but it can have signi cant overheads [23, 24, 28] . In contrast, HPAT achieves scripting productivity and HPC performance simultaneously using an auto-parallelizing compiler approach.
HPAT OVERVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of our target application domain and the HPAT compilation pipeline.
Domain Characteristics: e goal of HPAT is to automatically parallelize common analytics tasks such as data-parallel queries and iterative machine learning algorithms. e main domain characteristic we exploit is that the map/reduce parallel pa ern inherently underlies the target application domain. is characteristic is assumed in current frameworks like Spark as well. Hence, distribution of parallel vectors and matrices is mainly one-dimensional (1D) for analytics tasks (i.e. matrices are "tall-and-skinny"). Furthermore, the workload is uniform across the data set (which can be extended by providing load balancing). ese assumptions do not necessarily apply to other domains. For example, multi-dimensional distribution is o en best in many physical simulation applications. Note that while traditional HPC applications are sometimes developed over many years, analytics programs need to be developed in as li le as a few minutes in some cases to support the interactive work ow of data scientists (which makes productivity of scripting languages critical). Hence, analytics programs are o en signi cantly shorter and simpler than many HPC applications.
HPAT Coding Style: HPAT supports the high-level scripting syntax of the Julia language, which is intuitive to domain experts. However, users need to follow certain coding style guidelines to make sure HPAT can analyze and parallelize their programs automatically:
• e analytics task is in functions annotated with @acc hpat.
• I/O (e.g. reading input samples) is performed through HPAT (using the DataSource and DataSink constructs). • e data-parallel computations are in the form of highlevel matrix/vector computations or comprehensions since HPAT does not parallelize sequential loops.
• Julia's column-major order should be followed for multidimensional arrays since HPAT parallelizes across last dimensions. For example, this means that features of a sample are in a column of the samples matrix. e Parallel-IR pass takes the di erent kinds of parallel constructs found by Domain-IR and transforms those into a common representation called parfor (that represents a tightly nested for loop whose iterations can all be performed in parallel) and performs fusion and other optimizations on the IR. ese two passes are described in more detail in Section 6. Given this parallel representation, the Distributed-Pass partitions the arrays and parfors for distributedmemory execution and generates communication calls. HPAT Code Generation takes advantage of several hooks provided by CGen (part of ParallelAccelerator) to generate C++ code.
AUTOMATIC PARALLELIZATION
Our novel auto-parallelization algorithm exploits domain knowledge in a data ow framework [27] to nd data and computation distributions. e goal of the algorithm is to nd a consistent map/reduce view of the program that does not violate the highlevel parallel semantics of any mathematical operation. Since the underlying parallel pa ern is map/reduce, each array should be either distributed in 1D block fashion (1D B) or replicated on all processors (REP). We also support a 2D block-cyclic distribution (2D BC) for the less common square matrix computations, but this requires a user annotation. To give some intuition, 1D block distribution is typically applied to arrays such as datasets and map operations on those datasets, whereas a replicated distribution is used for an array containing a model and is o en associated with a reduction. We also know that data remapping is not needed in this domain so array distributions are global. On the other hand, the distribution of each computation step can be determined based on its high-level semantics (e.g. reductions) and the distribution of its inputs/outputs. We construct our data ow framework as follows.
e meetsemila ice of distributions is de ned as:
B e properties to infer are de ned as P a : A → L, P p : P → L where A is the set of arrays in the program, P is the set of parfors, P a speci es distributions for arrays, and P p speci es distributions for parfors. Other operations such as matrix multiply and library calls also have similar properties, which we omit here for brevity. Next, we de ne the set of transfer functions F for each node type based on its parallel semantics, which are used to update the properties. In essence, this framework provides equation (P a , P p ) = F (P a , P p ) which can be solved using a xed-point iteration algorithm (repeatedly walks over the IR until quiescence). e initial distributions are assigned as 1D B for all arrays and parfors (the top element in the semi-la ice). We design the transfer functions to be monotone, which is consistent with the semantics of the operations in this domain since data remappings are not common. However, it is possible to remap data by inserting special remapping nodes that copy data to new arrays (le for future work). Monotonicity ensures that the xed-point iteration algorithm converges to the least solution [27] , which means that higher values like 1D B are preserved as much as possible while satisfying all the equations. is ensures maximum parallelization for the program. Program control ow (e.g. branches) can be safely ignored since the distributions do not change across di erent paths in this domain. Transfer Function: Array Assignmente distribution of le -hand side and right-hand side of an assignment on arrays should have the same distribution, which is the meet (∧) of their previously inferred distributions: f l =r : P a (l ) = P a (r ) = P a (l ) ∧ P a (r ) Transfer Function: Calls -When the distribution algorithm encounters a call site, the algorithm determines whether it knows the transfer function for the function being called. If so, the call site is considered to be a known call; otherwise, it is called an unknown call. For unknown calls, such as functions from external modules not compiled through HPAT, the distribution algorithm conservatively assumes the involved arrays need to be REP. If the function has parallel semantics for arrays, the user needs to provide the information. Conversely, distribution transfer functions are built into a HPAT knownCallProps table for many Julia and HPAT operations. Common examples include Julia's array operations (e.g. reshape, array set, array get, array length), and HPAT's data storage functions.
Transfer Function: Returned Array -For return statements of the top-level function, the set of arrays being returned are each agged as REP since returned arrays need to t on a single node and this output typically represents a summarization of a much larger data set. If larger output is required, the program should write the output to storage. is is a useful domain-speci c heuristic that facilitates compiler analysis.
f r etur n x : P a (x ) = REP Figure 4 illustrates the portion of the GEMM transfer function that is exercised during auto-parallelization of the logistic regression example of Figure 1a , as well as a 2D BC case. ese formulas are derived based on our matrix distribution and layout assumptions, and semantics of GEMM operations. Since samples are laid out in columns and we do not split sample features across processors (1D B), any vector or row of a matrix computed using reduction across samples is inferred as REP. For example, the result of the inner formula in Logistic Regression's kernel is multiplied by the transpose of sample points and used to update the parameters (w− = (· · · . * labels) * points ). Using this analysis, the algorithm infers that the output of the operation is REP if both inputs are 1D B and the second one is transposed. is also means that the inputs can stay 1D B. In this case, a reduction is also inferred for the node (which eventually turns into MPI Allreduce in the backend). Furthermore, since the vector w is used in a dot product with matrix columns in w * points, it should be REP and the matrix stays as 1D B. Transfer Function: Parfor -As described in Section 3, parfor nodes represent data-parallel computation and require special handling during distribution analysis.
f par f or x : appl Par f orRules (x ) Figure 5 illustrates the transfer function for parfors. For clarity, this gure is simpli ed and only shows how the common case of 1D B arrays are handled. As with array distribution, we start by assuming that the parfor is 1D B until proven otherwise. First, we analyze the body of the parfor and extract all the array access/indexing operations. We then iterate across all the array accesses. Since HPAT parallelizes 1D B arrays and parfors across the last dimension, the index variable of the last loop of the parfor is used for testing. First, we check if the index expression for the last dimension of the array access (i.e., index exprN) is identical to the parfor's index variable allocated to the last dimension of the loop nest. If so and the array being accessed is REP then the parfor itself becomes REP (the meet of two distributions is chosen). Second, we check whether the last dimension's parfor loop index variable is used directly or indirectly (e.g. temp = parfor.LoopsNests[end].index var; index expr1 = temp + 1) in any of the array access index expressions for the rst N-1 dimensions. If so, then the parfor must be REP. ese tests are conservative but do not typically prevent parallelization of common analytics codes. For accesses to 2D BC arrays, the above algorithm has a straight-forward extension that considers not one but the last two parfor index variables and array index expressions. 
E ectiveness on Data Analytics Programs
e main reason HPAT's heuristics are e ective is that data analytics programs typically produce a summary of large data sets. In the case of machine learning algorithms, this summary is the weights of the trained model. More speci cally, many large-scale machine learning algorithms optimization methods such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [10] . Hence, their structure can be represented as in Figure 6 . Parameter set w is updated iteratively using gradient updates in order to minimize a form of cost function on samples. HPAT's analysis can infer that samples is distributed since it will be accessed in a data parallel manner. It will also infer that w is replicated since it is updated using a form of reduction. For example, variable w in Figure 1a is updated by a matrix/vector multiplication that implies a reduction.
Domain-speci c Optimizations
Before distributed code generation, HPAT applies two novel domainspeci c optimization heuristics. HPAT performs these since typical compiler cost models cannot reliably conclude that the complex transformations described below are bene cial; for example, we found ICC and GCC unable to perform these optimizations on any of our benchmarks. Hence, HPAT's use of domain knowledge is critical. For the rst heuristic, we observe that matrix multiplications (GEMM calls) with at least one "tall-and-skinny" input are common in data analytics algorithms (e.g. w * points in Figure 1 ). Ideally, these GEMM calls should be replaced with equivalent loop-nests and fused with other operations to achieve a single pass through data points and intermediate results: To enable fusion, HPAT arranges the loop-nests so that the long dimension is outer-most. is optimization causes all mathematical operations of the logistic regression algorithm in Figure 1 to be fused. Hence, each data point is loaded just once, which improves performance by maximizing locality. Furthermore, memory consumption is improved since saving intermediate data into memory is avoided.
e second heuristic is based on the observation that loops over data sets and their intermediate results can occur inside other loops. For example, the centroids calculation in Figure 7 is wri en using nested comprehensions that include passes over points and labels inside. is prevents maximum loop fusion and causes multiple passes over those data sets. Furthermore, extra communication is then generated for each iteration of the outer loop-nest instead of a singe communication call for all data exchanges. us, we rearrange loop-nests to avoid this problem:
Parfors with REP distribution that have 1D B parfors inside are interchanged and fusion is called on the basic block.
HPAT performs loop ssion on the REP parfor before interchange since the body may have more statements. is optimization maximizes fusion in the kmeans example of Figure 7 and ensures a single pass over the data set. 
Automatic Parallel I/O

Figure 8 demonstrates how HPAT's compilation pipeline translates
DataSource syntax to parallel I/O code (DataSink is similar). Macro-Pass desugars the syntax into a HPAT placeholder special function call (e.g. HPAT h5 read) and type-annotates the output array so that Julia's type inference can work. Domain-Pass generates function calls to get the size of the array and allocations so that Domain-IR and Parallel-IR can optimize the program e ectively. Allocations and size variables are critical information that enable fusion and elimination of intermediate arrays.
Distributed-Pass enables parallel I/O by distributing the input array among nodes and adding the start and end indices for each dimension. HPAT Code Generation's function call replacement mechanism generates the backend HDF5 code (currently MPI/C++) for placeholders such as HPAT h5 read. HPAT also supports text les using MPI I/O because many big data les are stored as text.
Distributed-Memory Translation
Distributed-Pass transforms the function for distributed-memory execution and generates communication calls a er auto-parallelization provides distributions. e pass also inserts calls into the IR to query the number of processors and to get the node number. Allocations of distributed arrays are divided among nodes by inserting code to calculate size based on the number of processors (e.g. m size = total/num pes). Distributed (1D B) parfors are translated by dividing the iterations among processors using node number and number of processors and updating array indices accordingly. For example, A[i] is replaced with A[i − m start] where m start contains the starting index of the parfor on the current processor. Furthermore, for parfors with reductions, communication calls for distributed-memory reductions are generated.
Furthermore, matrix/vector and matrix/matrix multiplication (GEMM calls) need special handling. For instance, w * points in Figure 1a does not require communication since replication of w makes it data-parallel, while (· · · . * labels) * points requires an allreduce operation since both arguments are distributed. e Distributed-Pass makes this distinction by using the parallelization information provided by previous analyses. In the rst case, the rst input is replicated while the second input and the output are distributed. In the second case, both inputs of GEMM are distributed but the output is replicated.
Backend Code Generation
Our approach facilitates using various backends, since Distributed-Pass returns a high-level parallel IR that enables exible code generation. Our current prototype supports MPI/C++ and MPI/Open-MP/C++, which we found to be suitable for many analytics workloads. However, some cases might require using a backend with an adaptive runtime system, due to scheduling and load balancing requirements. Hence, one might use Charm++ [7] or HPX [20] as the backend for HPAT. Evaluation of these backends for HPAT is le for future work.
On the other hand, Spark uses a runtime system with DAG scheduling, which is required for implementation of complex operations (such as shu ing) on top of Spark's map/reduce core. However, these operations do not necessarily need runtime scheduling. In general, Spark surveys show that only a small fraction of users run irregular workloads such as graph workloads on Spark [1, 2]. Nevertheless, our approach enables the use of low-overhead HPC runtime systems, avoiding Spark's overheads.
Automatic Utilization of Distributed-Memory Libraries
Libraries are essential components of productive analytics platforms. For example, Spark provides MLlib [6] , which is implemented using its RDD data format. Since HPAT is compiler based, it can take advantage of distributed-memory libraries without requiring changes to their data structures and interfaces. On the other hand, only libraries that implement interoperation with Spark's RDDs can be used with Spark; this is a fundamental limitation for library-based frameworks. Figure 9 shows example code that calls a library. is function call goes through the compilation pipeline as a special known function call, i.e., it has entries in HPAT analysis tables. Most importantly, the HPAT parallelization algorithm knows that the input arrays can be 1D B, while the output array is REP. If parallelization is successful, the Distributed-Pass adds two new arguments to the function call; the rst index and the last index of the input array on each node. HPAT's CGen extension uses a MPI/C++ code routines for code generation of the call. Currently, HPAT supports ScaLAPACK and Intel ® Data Analytics Acceleration Library (Intel ® DAAL) [4] as an alternative to MLlib for machine learning algorithms.
Performance evaluation of analytics programs that use libraries (e.g. MLlib or DAAL) is beyond the scope of this paper. Comparing libraries is non-trivial in general; data analytics functions can be implemented using multiple algorithms with di erent computational complexities. Our objective is to generate e cient code for scripting codes which are dominantly used in this area.
CHECKPOINTING
Resiliency is essential for long-running iterative machine learning algorithms. e challenge is to provide low-overhead fault tolerance support without signi cant programmer involvement. Previous work on automatic checkpointing cannot achieve minimal checkpoints since, for example, those systems do not have the high-level knowledge that models are replicated and one copy is enough [29, 32, 36] . Spark's approach is to use lineage to restart shortest possible tasks but this is made possible only by a system design with high overheads. HPAT provides automated applicationlevel checkpointing (ALC) based on domain characteristics.
For iterative machine learning applications, only the learning parameters and the loop index need to be checkpointed since the data points are read-only. Moreover, these learning parameters are replicated on all processors so only one copy needs to be checkpointed. We use these domain characteristic in designing HPAT's checkpointing capability. Hence, HPAT checkpointing assumes a typical analytics function containing a single outer-loop and having the form: initialization, iteration loop, results. In the initialization phase, input is loaded and variables initialized, which establish the invariants for entry into the loop. e body of the outer-loop can be arbitrarily complex including containing nested loops. In the results phase, the outputs of the loop are used to compute the nal result of the function. is approach is readily extensible to support multiple outer-loops as well.
If enabled, HPAT adds a checkpointing pass to the compilation pipeline a er Domain-Pass. e checkpointing pass rst locates the outer-loop and analyzes it to determine which variables are live at entry to the loop (including the loop index) and are wri en in the loop. is set of iteration-dependent variables are saved as part of a checkpoint. e pass creates a new checkpoint function tailored to this set of variables and inserts a call to that function as the rst statement of the loop. In this function, MPI rank zero compares the time since the last checkpoint was taken with the next checkpoint time as calculated using Young's formula [39] . If it is time to take a checkpoint, rank zero calls the HPAT runtime to start a checkpointing session, write each variable to the checkpoint, and then end the session. e HPAT runtime records the time to take the checkpoint and uses this information to improve the estimated checkpoint time that is input to Young's formula. At the exit of the outer-loop, the pass also inserts a call to the HPAT runtime to indicate that the checkpointed region has completed and that any saved checkpoints can be deleted.
To restart a computation, the programmer calls the HPAT restart routine and passes the function to be restarted and the original arguments.
e HPAT compiler creates a restart version of the function that is identical to the original but with the addition of checkpoint restore code before the entry to the loop. is checkpoint restore code nds the saved checkpoint le and loads the iteration-dependent variables from the checkpoint. In this way, the initialization code is performed again (restoring read-only variables), and the loop fast-forwards to the last successfully checkpointed iteration. An important consideration is that the iterations should be deterministic since some might be re-executed during restart.
Consider the logistic regression example in Figure 1a ; we store only the loop index i and w in the checkpoint whereas the full set of live data would include points and labels and would result in checkpoints orders of magnitude larger. As far as we are aware, this checkpointing approach that exploits domain knowledge by for example re-executing the initialization phase is novel. A key insight is that HPAT can perform the analysis for this minimal checkpointing, while a library approach like Spark is unable to do so.
PARALLELACCELERATOR INFRASTRUCTURE
HPAT relies on the ParallelAccelerator package [5] for discovering potential parallelism in dense array operations of Julia. Paral-lelAccelerator consists of three main compiler passes, Domain-IR, Parallel-IR, and CGen. Domain-IR looks for operations and other constructs in Julia's IR that have di erent kinds of parallel semantics and then replaces those operations with equivalent Domain-IR nodes that encode those semantics. Some of the most common parallelism pa erns in Domain-IR are map, reduce, Cartesian map, and stencil. For example, Domain-IR would identify unary vector operations (such as -, !, log, exp, sin, and cos) and binary, elementwise vector-vector or vector-scalar operations (such as +, -, *, /, ==, !=, <, and >) as having map semantics. Likewise, Julia's sum() and prod() functions would be identi ed by Domain-IR as having reduce semantics. Domain-IR identi es comprehensions within the Julia code as having Cartesian map semantics. e Parallel-IR pass lowers Domain-IR nodes to a common representation called parfor. Once in this representation, Parallel-IR performs parfor fusion between parfors coming from potentially dissimilar Domain-IR nodes. is fusion process reduces loop overhead and eliminates many intermediate arrays, helping the program to have be er locality.
ere are three main components of the parfor representation: loop nests, reductions, and body. Every parfor has a loop nest that represents a set of tightly nested for loops. It is typical for the number of such loops to match the number of dimensions of the array on which the parfor operates. e parfor reductions component is only present when the parfor involves a reduction and encodes the variable holding the reduction value along with its initial value and the function used to combine reduction elements. Finally, the body of the parfor contains code to compute the result of the parfor for a single point in the iteration We use the benchmarks listed in Table 1 for evaluation. We believe they are representative of many workloads in data analytics; related studies typically use the same or similar benchmarks [11, 19, 28, 31] . Benchmark sizes are chosen so that they t in the memory, even with excessive memory usage of Spark, to make sure Spark's performance is not degraded by accessing disks repeatedly. HPAT is capable of generating MPI/OpenMP but currently, it turns OpenMP o and uses MPI-only con guration since OpenMP code generation is not tuned yet. We use one MPI rank per core (without hyperthreading). e Spark versions of the benchmarks are based on the available examples in Spark's open-source distribution. We developed the MPI/C++ programs by simply dividing the problem domain across ranks equally and ensuring maximum locality by fusing the loops manually. Parallel I/O times are excluded from all results. MPI/C++ codes are about 6× longer in lines of code compared to HPAT codes. Figure 10 compares the performance of Spark, manual MPI/C++, and HPAT on 64 nodes (2048 cores) of Cori and four nodes of Amazon AWS. HPAT is 369×-2033× faster than Spark for the benchmarks on Cori and is only 2×-4× slower than manual MPI/C++. In addition, HPAT is 20×-256× faster than Spark on Amazon AWS. e lower performance of Spark on Cori is expected since the master node is a bo leneck and prevents scaling. Kernel Density demonstrates the largest performance gap among the benchmarks; HPAT is 2033× faster than Spark on Cori and 256× on AWS. e reason is that computation per element is small and the Spark overheads such as serialization/deserialization and master-executor coordination are ampli ed.
Automatic parallelization by HPAT matches the manual parallelization for all of the benchmarks perfectly, which demonstrates the robustness of our auto-parallelization algorithm. Furthermore, loop structures are identical to the manual versions which demonstrates the success of HPAT's fusion transformations. e performance gap between HPAT and MPI/C++ codes can be a ributed to the the generated code being longer and containing extra intermediate variables; this makes code generation phase of the backend C++ compiler more challenging. e optimization reports of ICC support this hypothesis. We hope to match the performance of manual codes in future work.
We use the Python interface of Spark in this paper as baseline since scripting languages are preferred by domain experts. One may argue that using Scala, which is statically compiled, might be signi cantly faster in Spark. We tested this hypothesis and found that Scala is moderately faster for some benchmarks (e.g. K-Means) but HPAT is still several times faster than Spark. For other benchmarks (e.g. Logistic Regression) Python is actually faster since the computation is inside Numpy operations, which have optimized native backends (Anaconda distribution). Furthermore, the exibility of Numpy allows batched processing while Scala's breeze linear algebra library does not have this capability.
We use an ADMM LASSO solver [35] to evaluate the e ectiveness of our auto-parallelization method on a complex algorithm. e code is originally wri en in Python and parallelized using mpi4py by a domain expert. However, the manual parallelization method sacri ces accuracy for easier parallelization. On the other hand, HPAT is able to parallelize the code e ectively and accurately. Figure 11 demonstrates the scaling on up to 64 nodes. e slowdown of the MPI/Python code running in parallel is partially due to accuracy loss which forces the algorithm to run up to speci ed maximum number of iterations. e success of HPAT's auto-parallelization on this algorithm provides con dence about the e ectiveness of our approach, since we do not expect analytics algorithms to be signi cantly more complex than this case in practice.
Compiler feedback and control: Previous compiler approaches are hard to understand and control by users since they use complex heuristics and cost models. HPAT's automatic parallelization algorithm inherently facilitates user control since it is deterministic and can be controlled easily. For example, HPAT provides the operations that caused each REP inference. e user is then able to change parallelization behavior by explicitly annotating parallelization for arrays or providing more information for operations (e.g. parallelization for library calls not previously known to HPAT).
RELATED WORK
Previous studies demonstrate that current big data analytics frameworks are orders of magnitude slower than hand-tuned MPI implementations [11, 25, 31] . To improve the performance of data analytics frameworks, some previous studies have focused on more e cient inter-node communication [19, 41] but they do not address the fundamental performance bo lenecks resulting from the library approach. HPAT solves this problem using a novel automatic parallelization approach.
Automatic parallelization is studied extensively in HPC, but it is known that auto-parallelizing compilers cannot match the performance of hand-wri en parallel programs for many applications [9, 17, 18, 34, 38] . For example, previous studies have tried to automate data alignment (TEMPLATE and ALIGN directives) and distribution (DISTRIBUTE directive) steps in High Performance Fortran (HPF) with limited success [13, 21, 22] . More speci cally, our distribution analysis algorithm can be compared with the framework by Kennedy and Kremer [22] . is framework performs a search of possible alignment and distribution combinations for loopnests; a performance model helps predict the combination with the best performance. However, this framework cannot nd the best combination reliably due to the inaccuracies of the performance model. Conversely, the HPAT algorithm leverages domain knowledge and assigns distributions to arrays and computations based on semantics of di erent high-level operations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only algorithm to use a data ow formulation and is therefore novel. In general, previous work targeting scienti c computing applications relies on complex analysis, performance models and approximations that are known to have challenges in a practical se ing [21, 34] . In contrast, our algorithm does not rely on models and approximations, and is therefore accurate (matches manual parallelization).
Distributed Multiloop Language (DMLL) provides compiler transformations on map-reduce programs on distributed heterogeneous architectures [11] . However, HPAT starts from higher level scripting code, which might have operations like matrix-multiply that do not have a simple map-reduce translation. More importantly, DMLL relies on user annotations and a simple partitioning analysis pass for data partitioning but HPAT is fully automatic. We believe that our iterative partitioning analysis algorithm produces more e cient code since it does not parallelize all potentially parallel operations like DMLL's approach. is can a ect communication cost on distributed-memory operations signi cantly since DMLL broadcasts local data structures. is could be the reason for DMLL's much smaller speedups over Spark on CPU clusters.
Distributed Halide is a domain-speci c compiler for image processing that translates high-level stencil pipelines into parallel code for distributed-memory architectures [16] . Unlike HPAT, 2D partitioning and near neighbor communication are the norm and not 1D partitioning and reductions. Moreover, Halide requires user "schedule" for optimization and distributed execution while HPAT is fully automatic.
Several previous e orts such as Delite [33] , Copperhead [12] , and Intel ® Array Building Blocks [26] provide embedded domainspeci c languages (DSLs) that are compiled for parallel hardware. HPAT's design is similar in many aspects, but HPAT targets data analytics for distributed-memory architectures (with more accurate auto-parallelization). Furthermore, HPAT uses the abstractions of the host language and avoids introducing new abstractions to the programmer as much as possible.
Systems that automate application-level checkpointing to some degree have been proposed before [29, 32, 36] . For example, in the method by Plank et al. [29] , the programmer adds checkpoint locations and the system excludes dead variables and read-only data from checkpoints. In contrast, HPAT's scheme is domain-speci c and, for example, uses the knowledge that the learning parameters in HPAT are replicated; checkpointing them does not require an MPI consistency protocol. HPAT also completely automates the checkpointing process whereas other systems require programmer e ort to some degree.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Library-based big data analytics frameworks such as Spark provide programmer productivity but they are much slower than handtuned MPI/C++ codes due to immense runtime overheads. We introduced an alternative approach based on a novel auto-parallelization algorithm, which is implemented in High Performance Analytics Toolkit (HPAT). HPAT provides the best of both worlds: productivity of scripting abstractions and performance of e cient MPI/C++ codes. Our evaluation demonstrated that HPAT is 369×-2033× faster than Spark. We plan to expand HPAT to provide more data analytics features and use cases. For example, providing support for sparse computations, data frames (heterogeneous tables), outof-core execution is under investigation. Most of these features need research on multiple layers; from scripting abstractions to compilation techniques and code generation. We are also building a prototype HPAT system for Python.
